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We used a new software tool for de novo design, the “Molecule Evoluator”, to generate a number of small
molecules. Explicit constraints were a relatively low molecular weight and otherwise limited functionality,
for example, low numbers of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, one or two aromatic rings, and a small
number of rotatable bonds. In this way, we obtained a collection of scaffold- or templatelike molecules
rather than fully “decorated” ones. We asked medicinal chemists to evaluate the suggested molecules for
ease of synthesis and overall appeal, allowing them to make structural changes to the molecules for these
reasons. On the basis of their recommendations, we synthesized eight molecules with an unprecedented
(not patented) yet simple structure, which were subsequently tested in a screen of 83 drug targets, mostly
G protein-coupled receptors. Four compounds showed affinity for biogenic amine targets (receptor, ion
channel, and transport protein), reflecting the training of the medicinal chemists involved. Apparently the
generation of leadlike solutions helped the medicinal chemists to select good starting points for future lead
optimization, away from existing compound libraries.

Introduction

Chemical space is vast, and the number of potential druglike
molecules has been estimated to be beyond the number of atoms
in the universe.1,2 This is in sharp contrast with the total count
of molecules in large compound databases such as Chemical
Abstracts Service, with approximately 25 million references to
chemical compounds.3 Hence, de novo design is crucial to cover
more of the chemical universe. Computational methods are
particularly suitable for this goal, as they can quickly generate
and store thousands of putative structures. Currently, there are
dozens of de novo design programs, many of which have been
covered in a recent review.4 For example, the program CoG
(Compound Generator) of Brown et al.5 constructs molecules
based on atoms and fragments that have been given as input to
the program, eventually yielding molecules that resemble a
number of selected ligands. Other programs construct new
molecules based on the structure of the target protein. For
example, DycoBlock6 takes a list of fragments and searches for
their optimal position in the active site of the protein. Then it
searches for combinations of building blocks that could be linked
together to form a new molecule.

We have recently developed a software tool to help medicinal
chemists in designing new active structures; we called it “The
Molecule Evoluator”.7 The Molecule Evoluator constructs
molecules from atoms and a limited number of predefined larger
fragments (such as phenyl and carboxylic acid groups). The use
of atoms and the ability to attach atoms to any other atom and
make rings at all chemically valid positions of a molecule allows
an exhaustive search of chemical space and fine-tuning of the
molecular structure.

An important difference between the Molecule Evoluator and
most other de novo design programs is the focus on interaction
with the user to produce lead compounds. Instead of generating
a large database that is then screened virtually by docking or
molecule similarity calculations, it presents a number of

molecules to the user, who selects and edits the molecules to
make them more leadlike. This cycle of computer genera-
tion and user modification can go on for several rounds, hence,
the name “Molecule Evoluator”. This user involvement was
inspired by new approaches in computer science that stress
the collaboration between computer and user, such as inter-
active evolutionary computing.8 The user is able to use his
implicit knowledge, for example, of synthetic feasibility, to
eliminate structures suggested by the program that are diffi-
cult to make in the laboratory. The user may also bring in
other areas of expertise, such as domain knowledge for a certain
drug target, for example, in the form of structure-activity
relationships.

The aim of the present study was to determine whether
combining computational inspiration with the domain knowledge
of a number of medicinal chemists could produce novel,
biologically active, leadlike structures. We used the Molecular
Evoluator in a more constrained way than the usual cycle, in
which the molecules modified by the user are fed back to the
computer program to “breed” new molecules. Instead, we just
created one database of molecules, the structures of which were
refined by the medicinal chemists alone. For that we asked a
panel of medicinal chemists to select, comment on, and amend
a limited number of compounds out of the library, which were
subsequently checked for novelty. On the basis of their
recommendations, a selection of these compounds, further
simplified for reasons of chemical feasibility, was synthesized
and tested on an array of drug targets. Half of the compounds
synthesized possessed significant activity for biological targets,
indicating that our combination of computer-based generation
of molecules and chemist-based selection and modification can
be useful to develop entirely novel lead structures.

Results

De Novo Design of Template Molecules.We used the
Molecule Evoluator to generate a virtual library of 300
compounds according to a number of restrictions meant to
produce templatelike rather than druglike molecules. These
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limitations, extended on but stricter than Lipinski’s “rule of
five”,9 were as follows: (1) at least one and at most two aromatic
systems; (2) polar surface area equal to or below 70 Å2; (3) a

maximum number of two hydrogen bond donors and four
hydrogen bond acceptors; and (4) not more than five rotatable
bond.

Figure 1. A total of 34 compounds selected from the 300-member library generated by the Molecule Evoluator. The left-hand column shows the
structures as generated, while the right-hand column lists the structures after initial amendment by the medicinal chemists. Those molecules marked
with a star were selected for further amendment and synthesis.
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Although we also experimented with molecular weight
restrictions, we learned that the above four criteria invariably
resulted in compounds with molecular weights lower than 400
D, hence lower than “Lipinski’s” cutoff of 500 D.

The 300 compounds were presented to a panel of five
medicinal chemists with different backgrounds (chemistry of

peptides, biogenic amines (2×), nucleosides/nucleotides, and
chiral synthesis). They were asked to select at least 10
compounds to their liking. Specifically, the selected compounds
had to look druglike and synthetically feasible or at least be
amenable to be changed into such compounds by minor
modifications. This led to a total of 34 compounds (Figure 1).

Our next step was to inspect the 34 molecules for novelty,
ease of synthesis, and druglikeness. Novelty in this case was
defined as absence from both the Beilstein and SciFinder
databases either as a structure or as a substructure.3,10 This
process took place in March 2003; we did not check for later
occurrence. For ease-of-synthesis, we allowed the chemists to
modify the suggested structures to reduce the anticipated number
of synthetic steps (maximally 3 from a commercially available
starting material). Druglikeness was not only based on the filters
that we already applied when the virtual library was generated,
but also on the intuition of the individual medicinal chemist.
All in all, this led to a top-nine of compounds that formed the
start for our synthetic program (see Figure 2). Two chemists
(R.T. and R.S.) were allotted a restricted period of time to try
and synthesize these compounds. It was decided to rapidly
terminate a project whenever synthetic feasibility in practice
was less than anticipated “on paper”. This was particularly true
for compounds2f and2g. It was also decided to allow further
variations on the nine molecules presented in Figure 2 on the
basis of experimental findings in the synthetic program. As a
consequence, the final series of compounds, although much
inspired by the very first suggestions, deviated somewhat from
the original structures. In general, the computer-generated
molecules were simplified by eliminating substituents, predomi-
nantly alkyl groups, while the core structure was retained.
Eventually we prepared and characterized eight compounds, as
represented in Figure 3. Their synthesis is outlined in the
Chemistry paragraph below and described in full detail in the
Experimental Section.

Chemistry. Compound3 was prepared by substitution of
3-(bromomethyl)benzonitrile with 2-piperidinone, which was
deprotonated with 1 equiv of butyllithium.11 Synthesis of
compound4 was performed by alkylation at the 3-position of
2-piperidinone via the enolate anion in which the nitrogen atom
was temporarily protected with TMS.12 Hydrogenation of

Figure 1. (Continued)

Figure 2. Amended final selection of nine compounds (2a-2i) by
the panel of medicinal chemists.
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compound4 with Pd/C as catalyst afforded the benzylamino
compound5 (Scheme 1). Synthesis of 2-(3-piperidyl)-benzyl
alcohol (6) was done by a two-step reaction. First 2-(3-pyridyl)-
benzyl alcohol was prepared by a Suzuki reaction of diethyl-
(3-pyridyl)borane and 2-bromobenzyl alcohol under microwave
conditions.13 The product of this reaction was hydrogenated
under acid conditions with PtO2 as catalyst and provided
compound6. Benzyl alcohol6 was oxidized with chromic acid
and isolated as zwitterion. Purification was problematic, how-
ever, preparative HPLC provided pure product7 (Scheme 2).
The most straightforward way to prepare compounds8 and9
was the Suzuki coupling reaction of 3-bromofuran with boron
derivatives of 3- and 4-aniline, respectively, under microwave
conditions. Compound10was prepared from9 by reaction with
succinic acid and crystallization from diethyl ether (Scheme 3).

Biology. We tested the eight compounds in a commercially
available screening program. Radioligand binding and enzyme
assays (68 and 15 targets, respectively) were the readouts to
probe the interaction of the individual compounds with this large
collection (83) of drug targets. These included G protein-coupled
receptors (rhodopsin-like, class A; metabotropic glutamate-like,
class C), ion channels (for Na+, K+, Ca2+), nuclear hormone
receptors (e.g., estrogen, progesterone), transport proteins (e.g.,
for dopamine, norepinephrine, GABA), and enzymes (several
phosphodiesterases, Na+/K+-ATPase, etc). All compounds were
tested in duplicate at a single concentration of 10µM. In Table
1, the percentage inhibition of specific radioligand binding to
the indicated target (with a minimum of 30%) is shown.
Negative values indicate an increase in specific binding. This
might indicate an allosteric mechanism of enhancement,14 but
this was not investigated further. Four out of eight compounds
displayed activity in a number of radioligand binding assays,
while none of the compounds appeared active in the enzyme
assays. Compounds5 (imidazoline and muscarinic receptors),
6 (R-adrenergic receptors), and8 and9 (norepinephrine transport
protein) caused approximately 50% radioligand displacement
or more. It should be mentioned here that compound7, being
inactive at all tested targets, appealed to one of the chemists

for a different reason, that is, it being an unnatural and new
amino acid, which will be used for incorporation in modified
peptides.

Discussion

For a medicinal chemist, druglikeness, synthetic feasibility,
and overall “molecule appeal” are very important criteria in drug
design. However, these features are very difficult to quantify,
such that good “scoring functions” are often lacking. For
instance, computer-assisted organic synthesis was recently
reviewed by Todd,15 who concluded that available software
invariably required human intervention to be useful. Similarly,
computational approaches to predict ligand binding affinity for
a given target protein (“docking”) are notoriously inaccurate.
Aware of such considerations, we decided to rely on the user
as evaluator. A user cannot know the binding strength of a given
molecule a priori, but we reasoned this defect may not be much
worse than the inaccuracy of scoring functions. A definite
advantage in letting the user choose would be that intensive
feedback from a medicinal chemist would make the compounds
easier to synthesize and steer the idea generation away from
areas that have already been explored. Furthermore, user
feedback could still be combined with experimental results or
advanced computed fitness functions if so desired. Considering
these advantages, we developed a software tool for de novo
molecule design called the Molecule Evoluator, which we
recently described. It contains a graphical user interface and
has options for directly editing the molecule, marking part of a
molecule as conserved and calculating relevant physicochemical
properties.7

It should be noted that the Molecule Evoluator mainly uses
the atom-based approach to construct molecules, that is, a
molecule is built from individual atoms and bonds, though some
predefined fragments can be added (see Supporting Information).
A number of other researchers have also constructed molecules
in an atom-based way, for example, Nachbar,16 Douguet et al.,17

and Brown et al.5 Others construct molecules from a number
of multiatom fragments, such as Pegg et al.,18 Vinkers et al.,19

and Schneider et al.20 The main difference between atom-based
and fragment-based methods is not so much the size of the
fragments used (atom-based methods often also use fragments
and vice versa) but the emphasis placed on synthetic feasibility.
Atom-based methods such as ours sample the entire chemical
space but also produce molecules of doubtful synthetic feasibil-
ity, and fragment-based methods, like that of Vinkers et al.,19

stress synthetic accessibility and, therefore, sample a much
smaller part of chemical space, excluding hard-to-synthesize
molecules but also many potential drugs. In the Molecule
Evoluator, we have chosen for the flexibility of the atom-based
approach, although we are aware of the sensitive issue of
synthetic ease and have developed a number of features that
allow the user to restrict the variety of molecules produced.7

In the present study we generated 300 molecules according
to the criteria specified in the Results section. These criteria
are well below the classic “rule-of-five”9 to largely yield
template or scaffoldlike molecules only. As an example, the
number of hydrogen bond donors was confined to a value of
two rather than five. Repeating the experiment would yield a
largely different library of molecules due to the random-number
generator in our algorithm and the enormous number of
molecules possible with two hydrogen bond donors. Changing
the criteria would yield yet other libraries.

The 300 molecules were shown to a panel of medicinal
chemists. They examined them for druglikeness, synthetic

Figure 3. Eight compounds resulting from the synthetic program
(3-10).
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feasibility, and overall appeal, as mentioned above, and identi-
fied their preferences. While we did not specify any rules or
criteria for molecule selection, we learned in retrospect that the
chemists rejected molecules without heteroatoms, cyclophanes
(with a bridged benzene ring), and molecules with, for example,
aliphatic halogen atoms or many alkyl substituents. However,
most choices were not clear-cut and seemed to depend on
whether the ring system was complex enough, but not too
complex, and whether the molecule contained “enough” het-
eroatoms at “suitable” places. The final selection was apparently
based on subjective weighing of attractive and unfavorable
features, rather than on black-and-white rules.

Literature also shows that human judgment is not unequivocal.
In a study by Takaoka and co-workers, five chemists judged a
collection of almost 4000 molecules in a Japanese corporate
database for their druglikeness and ease of synthesis. Their

scores showed considerable variation.21 A similar inconsistency
was noted among 13 medicinal chemists at a U.S.-based
company when asked to reject compounds with undesirable
properties from one or more lists of 2000 compounds each.22

Apparently, unanimity among medicinal chemists is not self-
evident. On a more positive note, their diversity in opinion may
in fact constitute an important and discriminative asset for a
research group. While our computational generation of the
library benefited from human intervention, the chemists them-
selves also found that the computational generation of molecules
added value. They appreciated the many choices possible, which
emphasizes that it is easier torecognizea “good” structure than
to inVent one.

The compounds that were suggested (Figure 2) and eventually
synthesized (Figure 3) all had a relatively small number of
hydrogen bond donors and/or acceptors next to their low
molecular weight as a logical consequence of the strict criteria
imposed. They largely adhere to a recently proposed “rule-of-
three” for fragment-based lead discovery, in which molecular
weight is<300, the number of hydrogen bond donors ise3,
the number of hydrogen bond acceptors ise3, and the
calculated logP value ise3,23 and can be considered leads24

or fragments rather than potential drugs. In this view, frag-
ments should have features that, when combined, still adhere
to Lipinski’s “rule-of-five”. The differences between
“rule-of-three” and “rule-of-five” allow a further “decora-
tion” of our compounds. At the same time, fragments tend to
have very low affinity for a given target in view of the limited
options for interaction.23 Surprisingly, quite a few of our
compounds displayed affinities that allowed these to be recog-
nized in conventional radioligand binding assays, as opposed
to more sophisticated and demanding NMR- or X-ray-based
screening that is generally applied in fragment-based
approaches.

It appeared that most of our ligands intervened with targets
for biogenic amines (e.g., adrenergic, muscarinic, and serotonin
receptors, norepinephrine transport protein, and nicotinic ace-

Scheme 1a

a Reagents and conditions: (a) 1 eqn-BuLi, 3-(bromomethyl)benzonitrile; (b) TMSCl,n-BuLi, 3-(bromomethyl)benzonitrile; (c) Pd/C 10%, H2.

Scheme 2a

a Reagents and conditions: (a) Na2CO3, TBAB, (Ph3P)4Pd, H2O, MW; (b) HCl, PtO2/H2; (c) Jones’ reagent.

Scheme 3a

a Reagents and conditions: (a) 3-aminophenyl-boranic acid, Na2CO3, TBAB, (Ph3P)4Pd, MW; (b) 4-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)aniline,
Na2CO3, TBAB, (Ph3P)4Pd, MW; (c) succinic anhydride, 4-methyl-morpholine.

Table 1. Percent Inhibition of Specific Radioligand Binding (min 30%)
to the Indicated Target by 10µM of Test Compounds3-10a

targetb 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CB1 -33
I2 49 36 41 32
M1-5 50
NAch 45 42
NE transp. 80 77
DA transp. -62
5-HT transp. -31
kainate -37
R1-adrenerg. 47
R2-adrenerg. 62
NK1 -32
opiate 35
5-HT 39

a Negative values indicate an increase in specific binding.b CB1,
cannibinoid receptor 1; I2, imidazoline receptor 2; M1-5, muscarinic
receptors 1-5 in rat brain; NAch, nicotinic acetylcholine ion channel; NE
transp., norepinephrine transport protein; DA transp., dopamine transport
protein; 5-HT transp., serotonin transport protein; kainate, glutamate/kainate
receptor; NK1, neurokinin receptor 1; opiate, all opioid receptors in rat brain;
5-HT, serotonin receptors in rat brain.
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tylcholine ion channel). Interestingly, the background, education,
and training of some of our medicinal chemists involved in the
selection of the compounds had been focused on this important
ligand class, suggesting that medicinal chemists can indeed
develop a “feel” for a certain target or family of targets through
the small molecules such macromolecules interact with.

The chemical structures of the suggested molecules as well
as those synthesized are simple, or, as some medicinal chemists
put it, “quite boring”. Apparently, chemical space is vast, but
also nearby, that is, entirely novel structures can be far from
exotic. It suggests that medicinal chemists when asked tend to
prefer more uncommon structures. Interestingly, it has been
shown on a number of occasions that currently available drugs
in fact have low diversity.25,26 In a recent analysis of the NCI
database harboring over 250 000 molecules tested for biological
activity, we learned that in it 80% of all ring systems found in
molecules belonged to one out of the 66 “top” ring systems,
which was only 0.5% of the total variety in ring systems in the
database. The same analysis taught us that a phenyl ring was
present in almost half of the compounds, whereas the next most
prevalent (pyridine) ring occurred in less than 3% of the
molecules,27 “quite boring” indeed. The reason may be that
exotic ring systems and substituents have undesirable synthetic
or biological properties. It emphasizes that our method of
template development, which puts “ordinary” parts in novel
combinations, may actually be quite suitable for drug design.

Conclusion

Computational generation of novel molecules, as implemented
in the Molecule Evoluator, appeared useful in de novo template
and scaffold design. It helped a panel of medicinal chemists in
generating, amending, and selecting a number of “simple” yet
novel chemical entities. A number of low-molecular-weight
compounds were eventually synthesized and tested on a diverse
panel of drug targets. Some of the compounds proved to be
active, mainly on targets for biogenic amines, in line with the
background and expertise of some of the medicinal chemists.
It seems that nearby chemical space still offers substantial room
for drug design and that simple structures can be very attractive.

Experimental Section

De Novo Design Algorithm.The 300 molecules were generated
by taking a methane molecule and growing the molecule for a
number of iterations by attaching atoms to it at random positions
and adding double bonds and rings. The algorithm is shown in
Figure 4.

If a molecule did not obey preset criteria (at least one and at
most two aromatic systems, polar surface area (calculated according
to Ertl et al.28) equal to or below 70 Å2, a maximum number of
two hydrogen bond donors and four hydrogen bond acceptors, not
more than five rotatable bonds), it was discarded and a new
molecule was generated, until we had 300 molecules with the
desired physicochemical properties.

Chemistry. Microwave reactions were performed in an Emrys
Optimizer (Biotage AB). Wattage was automatically adjusted so
as to maintain the desired temperature. Column chromatography
was performed on Baker Silica Gel (0.063-0.200 mm). For TLC
analysis, Schleicher and Schuell F1500/LS 254 silica plates were
used. Spots were visualized with ultraviolet light.1H NMR and
13C NMR were recorded with a Bruker AC 200 spectrometer at
room temperature. Tetramethylsilane was used as internal standard;
δ in ppm,J in Hz. Melting points were determined with a Bu¨chi
melting point apparatus and are uncorrected. High-resolution mass
spectroscopy was performed on a PE-Sciex API Qstar instrument.
Elemental analyses were within 0.4% of the theoretical values.

1-(3-Cyanobenzyl)-piperidin-2-one (3).A solution of 2-pip-
eridinone (5 mmol) in THF (25 mL) was stirred for 1 h at 0°C
before 1 equiv ofn-BuLi (5 mmol, 3.2 mL of a 1.6 M solution in
hexane) was added dropwise. After stirring for another hour at 0
°C, 1 equiv of 3-(bromomethyl)benzonitrile (5 mmol) was added
rapidly. The mixture was allowed to warm slowly to room
temperature and stirred overnight. After quenching by adding 15
mL of brine, the solvent layers were separated. To the aqueous
layer was added 20 mL of water. After extraction of the water layer
with CH2Cl2, the combined organic layers were dried (Na2SO4)
and filtered and the solvents were evaporated. The product was
purified by column chromatography (eluent: CH2Cl2/MeOH, 99/1
f 97.5/2.5 v/v): yield, 24%; white solid; mp 53-55 °C. Anal.
(C13H14N2O) C, H, N.

3-(3-Cyanobenzyl)-piperidin-2-one (4).To a solution of 2-pi-
peridinone (10 mmol) in THF (15 mL) was added at-78 °C 1
equiv ofn-BuLi (10 mmol; 6.3 mL of a 1.6 M solution in hexane).
After stirring for 15 min at-78°C, 1.1 equiv of TMSCl was added,
and the solution was allowed to warm to room temperature and
left to stir for 45 min. The resulting solution was added at-78 °C
to a solution of 11 mmol of 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexamethyldisilazane and
11 mmol ofn-BuLi (6.9 mL of a 1.6 M solution in hexane) in 20
mL of THF. After stirring for 15 min, 3-(bromomethyl)benzonitrile
(11 mmol) was added, and the mixture was allowed to warm slowly
to -25 °C before the reaction was quenched by adding an aqueous
NH4Cl (satd) solution. After extraction with diethyl ether, the
combined organic layers were washed with a saturated NH4Cl (aq)
solution and a saturated NaHCO3 (aq) solution and dried (MgSO4),
and the solvents were removed by evaporation. The product was
purified by column chromatography (eluent: CH2Cl2/MeOH, 99/1
f 98/2 v/v): yield, 47%; white crystals; mp: 95-96 °C. Anal.
(C13H14N2O) C, H, N.

3-(3-Benzylamino)-piperidin-2-one (5).Compound4 (2 mmol)
was dissolved in methanol, and 2 mmol of concentrated HCl and

Figure 4. Flowchart of the de novo design algorithm. A molecule is
generated by adding a random number of fragments (varying from 1
to 16) to a methane molecule and subsequently adding bonds, thereby
creating double bonds and rings. The exact number of rings and double
bonds is determined by a weighted probability table, as is the ring size
(so a 5-membered ring is more frequent than an 8-membered ring, like
in normal chemical databases). Specific probabilities can be found in
the Supporting Information.
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100 mg of Pd/C 10% were added. The mixture was hydrogenated
at 3 atm for 3 h. After the catalyst was filtered off and the methanol
was evaporated, the residue was dissolved in water and the pH
was adjusted to 4. This solution was washed with ether and the
water layer was adjusted with 0.1 M NaOH to pH 12. The free
amine was extracted with CH2Cl2 and dried (Na2SO4), and the
solvent was evaporated: white powder; yield, 31%; mp: 114-
116 °C. Anal. (C13H18N2O) C, H, N.

2-(3-Pyridyl)-benzyl Alcohol. A suspension of 2-bromobenzyl
alcohol (1 mmol), diethyl(3-pyridyl)borane (1 mmol), Na2CO3 (3.8
mmol), TBAB (1 mmol), and (Ph3P)4Pd (3%) in 2.5 mL of water
was heated in a microwave for 12 min at 150°C. The product was
extracted with ethyl acetate. The combined organic layers were dried
(MgSO4) and filtered, and the solvent was evaporated. The product
was purified by flash column chromatography: eluent column, CH2-
Cl2/MeOH, 99/1f96/4 v/v; yield, 79%; oil.

2-(3-Piperidyl)-benzyl Alcohol (6). A mixture of 5.77 mmol
of 2-(3-pyridyl)-benzyl alcohol, HCl (5.77 mmol), and PtO2 (0.38
mmol) in 46 mL of absolute ethanol was placed in a Parr apparatus
under H2 (3 atm) for 3 days. The catalyst was filtered off, and the
solvent was evaporated. After addition of water to the residue, the
pH was adjusted to 12 and the product was extracted with ethyl
acetate. The combined organic layers were dried (MgSO4), and the
solvent was evaporated. Recrystallization from ethyl acetate
provided the pure product: yield, 27%; white needles; mp 135°C.
Anal. (C12H17NO) C, H, N.

2-(3-Piperidyl)-benzylic Acid (7). Compound6 (2 mmol) was
dissolved in 50 mL of acetone. Jones’ reagent (chromic acid) was
added slowly until the orange color persisted. The pH of the mixture
was adjusted to 7 with 1 M NaOH, and the product was extracted
with ethyl acetate. The combined organic layers were dried (MgSO4)
and filtered, and the solvent was evaporated. The product was
purified by preparative HPLC. Anal. (C12H15NO2) C, H, N.

3-(3′-Furyl)-aniline (8). A suspension of 3-bromofuran (1
mmol), 3-aminophenyl-boranic acid (1 mmol), Na2CO3 (3.8 mmol),
tetrabutylammonium bromide (1 mmol), and (Ph3P)4Pd in 2.5 mL
of water was heated in a microwave for 12 min at 150°C. The
product was extracted with ethyl acetate. The combined organic
layers were dried (MgSO4) and filtered, and the solvent was
evaporated. The product was purified by flash column chromatog-
raphy: eluent, CH2Cl2; yield, 74%; yellowish solid; mp 73-74 °C.
Anal. (C10H9NO) C, H, N.

4-(3′-Furyl)-aniline (9). A suspension of 3-bromofuran (1
mmol), 4-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)aniline (1
mmol), Na2CO3 (3.8 mmol), tetrabutylammonium bromide (1
mmol), and (Ph3P)4Pd in 2.5 mL of water was heated in a
microwave for 12 min at 150°C. The product was extracted with
ethyl acetate. The combined organic layers were dried (MgSO4)
and filtered, and the solvent was evaporated. The product was
purified by flash column chromatography: eluent, CH2Cl2; yield,
78%; yellow solid; mp 92-93 °C. Anal. (C10H9NO) C, H, N.

4-Oxo-4-[4-(3′-furyl)-phenylamino]-butanoic Acid (10). To a
solution of 0.63 mmol of 4-(3′-furyl)-aniline (8) in 10.5 mL of CH2-
Cl2 were added succinic anhydride (0.63 mmol) and 4-methylmor-
pholine (0.63 mmol). After stirring for 4.5 h, the mixture was
filtered, the residue was washed with CH2Cl2, and the filtrate was
evaporated to dryness. The product was purified by chromatography
(eluent: CH2Cl2/MeOH, 9/1 v/v): yield, 27%; yellow solid; mp
198 °C (dec). Anal. (C14H13NO4‚0.3CH3OH) C, H, N.

Biology. The final compounds (Figure 3) were tested at one
concentration (10µM) in duplicate in the Diversity Profile program,
including 68 receptors and 15 enzymes, at Cerep (Paris, France).

Software. For the template design we used the Molecule
Evoluator software package (Cidrux Pharminformatics, Haarlem,
The Netherlands, www.cidrux.com).
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